APOLLO BAS MOD v3

by FRANK LANE

Since no-one has yet had a review of 'Apollo Bas Mod v3' published in
this magazine I have decided to try my hand at one. It will be limited as I
do not have the ability to test Bas Mod on a printer and am too limited in my
knowledge of machine code to judge some of t lie new facilites. I am using it
on an MZ80A but it is claimed t lint it will work perfectly on an MZ80K as
long as you have SA-5510 (available from Kuma).
There is a degree of choice over some of its applications. When first set
up you load SA-5510 as usual, return to monitor and then load Bas Mod. You
then have the choice whether to include printer options, Error Messages,
'KLOAD' , String Compare, and 'LIST/P'. Two of these are pointless for the
printerless user so I leave them out. MZ80K users would want KLOAD since it
acts like a converter for SP-5025 programs. The String Compare is a must if
you have files to sort and finally gets rid of the shortcomings of Sharp
BASIC where string inequalities are concerned. While writing programs, the
error messages are a great improvement on the old error number method. The
line including the error is also listed automatically on the screen for
correction.
A copy of this new BASIC can now be saved using the BSAVE command but, as
with SA-5510, you cannot copy a copy.
Having built your new BASIC, there is a bewildering array of new facilit¬
ies. The glories of REPEAT-UNTIL & WHILE-WEND have been extolled with refer¬
ence to other BASICs. Suffice it to say they work very well. Added to them,
the user defined 'PROC' & 'FUNC' make 'structured programming' a joy. the
APPEND facility makes it well worth while to save PROCs, FUNCs & subroutines
on a library tape especially since LOCAL variables can be defined. GOTO,
GOSUB & RESTORE can all have labels as well as line numbers and PROC & FUNC
work this way too so it is possible to say 'GOTO MUSIC' , for instance. With
the EXEC statement it is possible to define a multiple statement command as
A$ and use it over and again in the program as EXEC A$. This also allows
statements to be inserted during the running of the program.
eg
100 INPUT "COMMAND" ;A$

110 EXEC A$
With ingenuity this could be used to great effect, in conjunction with PROC,
in adventure games for all those 'GET LAMP' type instructions. The RENUMBER
command is, of course, immensely useful. It is also pretty quick. Any lines
mentioned in GOTOs & GOSUBs which do not exist are listed at the end of the
operation though only with their old numbers so it may be necessary to refind
the lines. The FIND command is useful for this. Talking of errors...TRAP,
RESUME & ERROR are great when writing a program and can also be used in
Idiot Proofing. ERR, ERL & ERR$ can all be used in connection with TRACE to
find errors though the TRACE is so fast that you need to have PAGE ON as
well.
Arrays become more flexible with INS & DEL which allow redimensioning
within a program. This is especially useful in Data-file programs.
DEEK & DOKE can now be used for 16 bit PEEK & POKE and it is possible to
POKE a floating point expression with POKE. Anytime you need a quick Dec/Hex
conversion, PHEX will do it. CALL is a very flexible version of USR allowing
variables to be passed to a machine code subroutine.
The ability to redefine TAB spacing with TAB/V is very useful as is the
the ability to redefine the delimiter. With DELIM 0 it is possible to use
commas in input strings and with DELIM"/" you can use / instead of , as del¬
imiter which is handy, for instance, for dates.
WEXIT, REXIT & FEXIT allow escape from WHILE, REPEAT & FOR loops. SLOCK
ON/OFF enables the program to ask for lower case inputs with no CTRL A being
necessary. OLD will usually recover a NEWed program but one is not advised
to bet on it.
% will do for binary what $ does for Hex. MAX is now more flexible and is
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used in conjunction with TOP. HEX$ & DEC are the hexadecimal equivalents to
STR$ & VAL. POS is the instring function and is very useful in searching
lists. Mathematical functions are greatly improved. GET is now supplemented
with INKEY, INKEYR, INKEY$ & INKEYR$ (the former two returning the ASCII code
and the R indicating Repeat).
IF, THEN, ELSE are supported and AND, OR, NOT are a great improvement.
XFOR-NEXT can also be helpful. Space does not permit all the improvements to
to be mentioned but others include WAIT instead of empty FOR-NEXT loops,
TONE & QUIET for POKE 4513-4 & USR (68) & (71). BEEP replaces USR(62). VIDEO
ON/OFF, SPC (already known to 80K users). PUT is more flexible than CHR$ as
it allows a whole line of ASCII code; eg:- PUT66,65,83,32,77,79,68. CLS is in
place of the usual clear screen and on its own is obviously better. The
inverse C, however, is slightly faster so if a PRINT statement follows you
might as well keep it.
My only serious disappointment so far is the ESAVE command which is sup¬
BASIC, program and variables but I cannot persuade
posed to save everything
mine to ESAVE a program that has previously been ESAVEd which spoils the
whole point. [Does anyone know a method of saving variables along with the
program on the 80A?] The other problem, of course, is memory. You are left
with about 24K user available memory after loading BBASIC. Granted, good use
of the new facilities will save a lot but you can still be a good bit short
on Data-based programs. On the whole, though, I thoroughly recommend this to
MZ80A owners and it would not be a bad investment for 80K owners.The handbook
is first class - in fact to a comparative beginner like myself it is almost
excellent.
HOW TO WRITE FOR THE MAGAZINE by Andrew Ferguson (1127)

-

How many of you type easily and quickly? Not too many I guess.
Yet the Editors of the Magazine need all the help that we can give
them. Even with very limited typing experience it should be quite
practical for you to type out a fair copy which will be entirely
satisfactory, since you can use as much Tippex as you like (in
paper form or liquid form) since this does not show up on photo¬
copies at all; all you need to know is the format to type to. Then
your work can be incorporated into the Magazine without re-typing.
The first requirement is to get your typewriter up to scratch. It
is necessary to have the type-face clean. The stuff usually used
for sticking things on walls, 'Blu-Tack', is also recommended for
cleaning type-faces. A cocktail stick can be of assistance in
clearing out the more troublesome letters like 'e'.
The Printers of the Magazine say that they prefer a carbon
ribbon to be used, but these are difficult to come by, and since I
am recommending that you get a photocopy of your work, the real
test comes in obtaining a clean photocopy with dark type. One
thing that you may need is a fresh ribbon for your typewriter. Of
course, if you can borrow an electric typewriter, you will get an
evenness to the type-face which cannot easily be achieved with a
manual typewriter.
Since the Printer will be reducing your A4 size original to the
A5 size of the Magazine, the exact dimensions of the typing are
only important if a complete page is to be filled, when a certain
ratio between the height and width of the type must be maintained.
However, to ease the task of the Printers, it is best to stick to
a standard procedure. Leave a margin of 5/8th inch (16 mm) at the
top, 7/8th inch (22 mm) at the sides, and one inch (25 mm) at the
bottom. All that is necessary is that you should type between the
margins. Perhaps I should point out that there are shortcomings to
this procedure; if you use a typewriter with a particularly large
type-face, there will be less than the usual number of characters
per line. However the Editors prefer to accept these shortcomings
rather than to introduce complications which might deter you from
writing to the Magazine.
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Getting Control Codes through to a non—Sharp Printer

I use a NEC 8023 printer with my MZ-QOA. As they stand, none o-f
the Sharp interpreters will allow control codes through to the
printer unmodified. In the case o-f SP-5025/5060, the CHR$ routine
changes all codes below 20H to 20H, and in ALL the Sharp
interpreters the actual printer routines handle codes below 20H in
a very special way, to deal with the Sharp cursor graphics symbols
and the very limited printer control -facilities available.
In SP-5025/5060 I modified the CHR$ routine to pass control
codes unchanged, by putting 6 NQPs at 272CH (10028). I then put 5
NOPs in the printer routine at 3BC6H (15302). CHR$ then sends
control codes below 20H , and these are passed to the printer
unmodified. But I still could not get the printer to respond to
ESC sequences by doing PRINT/P CHR$(27)$ CHR#(etc.). However, by
first defining CHRÿ(27) as a string and then adding the required
codes to this string as letters, I eventually gor things working.
For example, to pass the sequence 1BH, 50H I do:A*=CHR$(27)sPRINT/P

A*+"P»

which puts the NEC printer into its proportional character mode.

SA-5510 and SA-6510 do not require modi f i cat i ons to their CHR$
pass control codes unchanged. But
these will
routines, as
modifications are still required to the printer routines, as
foil ows:

-

SA-5510

5 NOPs at 31C0H

(12736)

SA-6510

5 NOPs at 4427H

(17447)

The A$
= CHR$(27) technique will then work on these
i nterpreters. If the string A$ (or whatever you choose to call it)
is defined at the start of a programme, the job of controlling the
printer thereafter is made very simple.
The above method is relatively unsophisticated, or course, but
at least it makes the full printer facilities available. It may
also be necessary to patch in a Sharp/ASCI I lower case conversion
routine, along the lines given by Peter Tuffs in Vol .4 No.3
pp.32-33, to get correct lower case printing. In SA-5510 or
SA—6510 such patches can be accommodated in the spare areas
mentioned above. In unextended SP-5025 the spare area is 3DDCH
43FFH. Extended SP-5025 and SP-5060 do not have spare areas, and
patches must be accommodated by raising the S.O.F. , using methods
which are well documented elsewhere.

-

With this simple approach, programmes which contain Sharp
cursor graphics may give rise to problems when such characters are
sent to the printer (e.g. by listing). This may result in the
printer suddenly going into double size characters, or even
deselecting itself. If you use cursor graphics in a programme, and
wish to list it, then you must either change such characters
before listing, or write a special patch to deal with them.

Apollo BAS MOD
This programme extends SA-5510 into an extremely powerful tool,
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and the resulting interpreter (Apollo call it "BBASIC") can be
used on the MZ-80K or on the MZ-8GA BUT NOT NECESSARILY ON BOTH.
There are two different versions. I have seen version 3.74 running
on an "A", and version 3.75 running on a "K". Version 3.75
provides the MZ-80K with repeat key facilities, and will not run
on a MZ-80A. The code is located differently in the two versions,
and 3.75 is longer by one hex page. Thus SOF in 3.74 is at 6F3AH,
whereas in 3.75 it i s at 703AH. I believe these are the latest
versions of the programme, ant that the number* 3.74 and 3.75 are
specific to the different machines.

I have discovered only one "bug", in the KLOAD token conversion
table. It exists in both the above versions, and the result is
that the Boolean operator ">ÿ»" Is incorrectly converted to the
capital
letter "X". In 3.74 the error is at 6F13H, where 58H
should be chanqed to 88H. In 3.75 the error i s at 7013H, and is
the same.
Modifications to "BBASIC" are tedious, as one has to start each
time with master copies of SA-5510 and BAS MOD. The problem can be
overcome by making BSAVE permanently effective. In 3.74, put 6
NOPs at 625DH and 5 NOPs at 629CH before making any other
alterations, after which the BSAVED copy may itself be BSAVED ad
infinitum. In 3.75 6 NOPs at 63CFH and 5 NOPs at640EH produce the
same result.
The MZ-80K version of BBASIC can be improved by making the CAP
key toggle between upper and lower case. The modifications are as
follows, and use the space taken up by the disused SA-5510 cold
start message at 1347H (I left an ODH there just in case some
obscure routine still prints it, though I don't think it was
really necessary)
1347
1348
1 34A
134C
134E

1350
1353
1355
1357
1359
135B
1 35D
1 360

5A6A

DB
CP
JR
CP
JR
LD
CP
JR
LD

C9H
C,135D

CBH
NC , 1 35D
A,(1170)

00H
Z,135B
A ,C9H
JR 135D

LD A ,CAH
CALL ODDC
RET
CALL 1348

CD
FE C9
38 1 1

FE CB
30 CD
3A 70 11
FE 00
28 04
3E C9
18 02
3E CA

CD DC OD
C9

CD 48 13

The auto-repeat feature provided by BAS MUD v3.75 on the MZ-80K
has a rather excessive initial delay, and the speed of repeat once
started may not be to your taste. I he time delay setting* for the
auto-repeat feature are loaded into ML at 5AB7H, 5AD0H and 5AD AH.
I found that 10 00 at 5ABBH and 5ADBH, and 00 10 at 5AD1H qave a
better repeat key response.
6harp*oft "WORDPOWER” BUB

In a

recent issue

Volume) a

of the Club Maqazine <1 cannot locate the
member mentioned that he had problem* with a Seikosha
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BAS HOD turns SA-5510 into a powerful inter preter
MZ-80A or the HZ-80K, and also provides a special
called KLOAD for converting SP-5025 programmes to
Vour Editor takes a long hard look at this useful

for the
routine

SA-5510.
package.

INTRODUCTION
BAS MOD is an extension to SA-5510, now marketed by KUMA. The
latest versions appear to be 3.74 and 3.75, and are machine
specific- Version 3.74 is for the MZ—80A, and version 3-75, which
is slightly longer, is for the MZ-80K (the additional code is
needed to give the MZ-80K a repeating keyboard)- To set up a copy
of SA—5510+BAS MOD (referred to as BBASIC) you need a MASTER of
SA—5510 and a MASTER of the appropriate version of BAS MOD- After
loading these as instructed you are offered the choice of a SHARP
or EPSON printer driver (or no printer driver at all), and options
to include or leave out user-fr i endl y error messages, KLOAD, and
an improved string comparison routine- You may also choose to cut
out the automatic form feed at the start of a printed listing. The
final size of the interpreter varies slightly, depending on the
version and options included; if all options are included, just
over 24000 bytes are left free.
RE-SURVEY OF NEW FACILITIES IN BBASIC
Frank Lane did a very good initial survey (Vol-4 No- 2 pp- 18— 19)
of most of the new features in BBASIC- However, Frank was
referring to its use on an MZ—80A without a printer, and he did
review KLOAD or the new BBASIC commands for handling
not
output.
He also experienced some
machine-code and printed
understandable difficulties with the novel ESAVE command- The
BBASIC include the fact that there is an
of
attractions
alternative version which works on the MZ—80K,- that it will load
SP—5025 programmes as well as those written in SA-5510, and that
it provides sophisticated methods of linking to machine code and
obtaining printed output- A further survey of the package would
therefore seem worth-while, concentrating on the features not
covered by Frank.
Taking these points in order, the MZ—80K version of BBASIC is
identical to the MZ-80A version, except for the keyboard-handling
routines and routines which use the start address of the video
display- MZ-80K BBASIC gives the keyboard repeating keys, and the
command SLOCK ON has the same effect as pressing the SHIFT/SML
combination- SLOCK ON therefore produces lower case letter keys
and graphics on all other keys, but has the side—effect that you
cannot get capitals or numbers without turning the lock off!!!.
SLOCK is thus of limited use on the MZ-80K. A better solution is
to modify the keyboard code so that the SML/CAP key acts as a
toggle (see Vol-4 No- 4 p.63). The VDU command is redundant in
MZ-80K BBASIC, because the start of the display is permanently
coded as D000H. (On the MZ-80A the start of the display wanders
about in VRAM and is stared at 117DH-)

—
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KLOAD handles SP-5025 programmes by loading them normally -from
tape and then doing an SP to SA token conversion before returning
to READY- KLOAD will not of course convert machine-specific POKES
or machine code, so any such parts of an SP-5025 programme have to
be modified by hand later- However, it does provide the facility
of converting 99% of a normal programme to SA-5510 format very
painlessly. By some coincidence, all the bugs I have found in
BBASIC occur in KLOAD. They are not serious, just irritating.
First, it converts the token for the Boolean operator " >=" to "X".
The correction for this has already been published (Vol-4 No- 4
p-63), but note that the addresses given there refer to BBASIC
with all options included, and MAY BE DIFFERENT for other
versions- (Look for the sequence 83H, 84H, 85H, 86H, 87H, 58H and
correct the byte 58H to 88H- ) Second, KLOAD sees all characters
above 7FH which are not in double quotes as tokens, and therefore
converts all lower-case characters and some graphics characters in
a normal REM statement to SA—5510 tokens!!! To prevent this, put
all REM statements in the SP-5025 programme in double quotes, or
retype them in capitals and avoid graphics- Third, KLOAD converts
the character "pi" (coded FF in SP-5025) to a blank space- Any
"pi" symbols are easily reinserted by hand, PROVIDING you have a
listing of the original SP-5025 programme to show you where they
need to go!!!!
*

The machine-code facilities provided in BBASIC appear to be very
powerful, though I have not yet used them myself- CALL, USR and
USR$ may all
be used to pass parameters to a machine— code
programme in registers HL, DE and BC, and the USR routines return
with information in DE- The command FILL does just that, it fills
a block of memory with the specified character. MOVE actually
copies a block of code into another location without erasing
anything (this is made clear in the Manual). MSAVE and MVERIFY are
self-explanatory, except to say that LOAD and EXECUTE addresses
may be specified as optional parameters to MSAVE.

If you have a printer you will appreciate HARDCOPY ON, which
echoes all screen output to the printer- FLIST/P is a little
disappointing, as it makes rather a meal of reformatting the
printout, and divides multi -statement lines into separate lines,
as well as indenting loops and procedures- FONT could be handy,
and TAB/P and WIDTH/P obviously are very handy.

•

The BSAVE comand is clearly meant to be used only for making a
sub-master of BBASIC after the initial set-up- The ESAVE command
is less limited, but the Manual (very good at most points) does
not make its use quite clear- I had to study the code to see what
was meant! The inhibition on recopying with BSAVE and ESAVE is
only applied to a cold-started copy- (Hence BSAVE cannot be used
on a reloaded sub-master of BBASIC)- If you use ESAVE as directed
(i-e- from within the programme and to give an auto-start on
reloading) then BBASIC is not cold-started when you reload the
ESAVEd tape, and the ESAVE copying facility remains intact

-

Other points, not mentioned by Frank, are that the APPEND
command may optionally be used to renumber the appended programme
immediately after it has been loaded- And the RENUMBER command
itself is comprehensive, and can be used to renumber just one
section of a programme if need be- PAD$ is used to pad strings out
with blanks. SINH and COSH will appeal to mathematicians.
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There are so many advanced facilities in BBASIC that it is
difficult to do them all justice in a few pages. I hope, however,
that the following alphabetic lists of all the new features in
will encourage you to
BBASIC, with my own brief comments,
consider the package seriously.

ALPHABETIC LIST OF NEW COMMANDS AND STATEMENTS

APPEND "PROG" ,n 1 ,n2,n3-n4 (renumbering of "PROG" optional)
BASE n (redefines base address for PLOT, normally VDU top left)
BEEP (replaces USR(62)>
BREAK ON/OFF (on/off SHIFT/BREAK, but only in EXECUTION)
BSAVE (Saves BBASIC after initial set-up from masters)
CALL n,hl,de,bc (with options to set registers hi ,de,bc)
CLS (clear the screen)
DEL (e-g- DEL A(1 1))(del etes element and reduces array size by 1)
DELETE nl-n2 (deletes blacks of lines)
DELIM (e-g. DELIM "/")(changes INPUT and DATA delimiter)
DELIM 0 (turns off delimiter altogether)
DQKE n,m (e.g.DOKE $D100,*0102)(16-bi t POKE)
DUMP n (dump 64 bytes machine code from n)
ERROR n,m (sets up deliberate error type n in line m as test)
ESAVE (Saves BBASIC, PROGRAMME and DATA for next warm start)
EXEC aÿ (to programme commands e-g- EXEC’LIST")
EXIT Cas WEXIT, REXIT, FEXIT3 (exit from loops)
FILL n,m,a (fills block from n, m bytes, with a)
FIND n,KEYWORD (starting at line n, finds KEYWORD)(N- B. COMMA!)
FIND n"STRING" (starting at line n, finds "STRING")(NO COMMA!)
FLIST/P (Formats listing e-g- indents loops and ":" statements)
FOKE m,n (F.P. POKE, puts 5-byte F.P. code for n at location m)
FONT (+/-)E/X/C (on/off emphasi sed ,expanded ,compressed to printer)
GOSUB name (allows labels)
GOTO name (allows labels)
HARDCOPY ON/OFF (switch screen echo to printer)
IF THEN ELSE (no separators required)
INS (e.g. INS A(12) ,4- 5)(Inserts element and ups array size by 1)
KLOAD (load SP-5025 programmes and convert to SA-5510)
LABEL name (procedure to label subroutine, finish with END)
LVAR (prints out numeric variables)
LVAR$ (prints out string variables)
MOVE nl,n2,m (copies m bytes from start nl to start n2)
MSAVE "PROG" ,nl ,m,n2,n3 (M/C save "PROG" ,start ,size,exec,load)
M VERIFY (verifies MSAVE)
NULL/P n (sends n 00's to printer after each new line)
OLD (n-b- use with care, preferably immediately after NEW!!)
ON RESTORE nl,n2,n3... (or labels)
PAGE ON/OFF (pages output to screen, any key to continue)
PHEX (decimal to hexadecimal e-g- PHEX1000 gives $03E8 )
PLOT X ,Y ,n (n = 0/1/2 or ASCII)(0/1/2 = reset/set/invert pixel)
PUT a ,b ,... (puts CHR$ a,b,etc at current position on screen)
QUIET (switches off sound)

RANDOMISE

(sets new seed for random number generator)
RED/GREEN (changes LED on MZ-B0K only)
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RENUM nl,n2,n3-n4 (allows partial renumbering)
UNTIL condition
RESTORE name (allows labels)
SLOCK ON/OFF (programmabl e shift lock)
TAB/P n (defines comma spacing to printer)
TAB/V n (defines comma spacing on screen)
TONE n (produces sound at 1/n MHz)
TRACE ON/OFF (prints WHOLE LINES on screen, rather confusing)
TRAP n, RESUME (TRAP = ON ERROR GO TO, RESUME is conventional)
VIDEO ON/OFF (turn screen display on/off)(off = invisible)
WAIT n (waits for n (decimal F.P.) seconds or till SHIFT/BREAK)
WHILE condition - WEND

REPEAT

-

n (sets printer width)
XFOR NEXT (exits immediately if TO or STEP not logical)

WIDTH/P

ALPHABETIC LIST OF NEW FUNCTIONS

HEX numbers (e.g. $D000, -.$80)
BINARY numbers (e.g. X1011001)
ADDR (e.g. ADDR(A$) returns address of A$ store)
AND, OR, NOT (as words rather than symbols)
DEC (hex to decimal e.g. PRINT DEC("41") gives 65)
DEEK (16-bit PEEK)
ERR, ERL, ERR* (used after TRAP, ERR$ = full error message)

$ (prefix) for
"/. (prefix) for

FEEK (peeks 5 bytes, assumes F.P. code, result in decimal)
a 4-HEX string)
= " ", R = REPEATING)
INKEY and INKEYR (get ASCII code, no key = 0, R = REPEATING)
MAX (has usual meaning, but may be printed out e.g. PRINT MAX)
MOD (gives remainder after division e.cr 17M0D3 gives 2)
PAD$(A$,ri (pads n spaces on end of A-$.
POINT(x,y/ -.gives 1 if set, 0 if reset, or ASCII code)
starting at nth character)
POS(Aÿ-BT,n) (locates BT within
(e.g POS("SYNTAX","TAX” ,n> gives 4 (n<=4) or 0 (n>4>)
'“INH arid COSH (hyperbolic sine and cosne)
HEX$ (e.g. HEX$(A*B> converts I NT(A*B) to
INKEY$ and INKEYRÿ (get character, no key

SPCCn) (prints n spaces)
STAT (returns keyboard status 0/1/2
TL$/TR:$ (truncate string left/right

=

no key/key/key held)

e-u. TL$("BASIC" ,2) = "SIC")
TOP (gives top of Basic as set by LIMI1, may be printed out)
TRUE and FALSE (defined as -1 and 0 respectively)
UPB(A) (returns dimensions of array A( ), use after INS or DEL)
USR(n ,hl ,de,bc) (see CALL. Returns number in DE)
USR$(n,hl ,de,bc) (see CALL. Returns pointer to string in DE)
VDU (returns start of VDU memory, useful on MZ-80A only)
OTHER FEATURES
VERSN$ (version number of BAS MOD and options set)
SPEC( ) (converts a string or ASCII code to a display code)
NORM( ) (converts a display code to an ASCII code)
NORMS( ) (converts a display code to a string)
The "degree" sign may be used to define angles in degrees.
ASC of a null string (previously gave error) = 0.

LOCAL variables.
PROC must end with RET, DEF FUNC must end with RESULTIS, and
all definitions must go at the end of a programme.

PROC(edures) and FUNC(tions) may be defined, with

DEF
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CONVERTING PROGRAMMES WITH BBASIC
One of the great benefits of BBASIC is that KLOAD will accept an
SP-5025 programme and automatically convert it to SA-5510 format.
This can then be saved to tape, reloaded into SA-6510 Disc Basic
using LOAD/T, and modified to run disc files. In this way I have
converted many MZ—80K programmes, written years ago on tape, to
run on MZ-80A discs.

PROBLEMS WITH BBASIC
The only serious problem with BBASIC is its size. With all
options selected, 3.74 leaves 24590 bytes free on the MZ—80A, and
3.75 leaves 24334 bytes free on the MZ-80K. Therefore a long
programme written under SP-5025 or SA-5510 may require surgery
before it will fit into BBASIC.

On first execution, BAS MOD modifies the printer routine in
to
SA-5510
include a 1 ine—counting routine for pagination
purposes. If you then choose the SHARP printer option, this
routine is switched off (both counters set to FFH), and PAGE/P
works as written (e.g. PAGE/P66 sends 09 09 ,,4,, '‘2"). On the other
hand, if you choose the EPSON option, the counters are set to
default 3EH (62 lines), and the PAGE/P command is patched to
control them. All this works very well on an MZ-80A, but on the
MZ-80K, Sharp PAGE/P will not work to a P3 printer, because the 09
09 sequence is not recognised. However, it is passible to control
PAGE/P to use the EPSON line counters,
a P3 printer by patching
and changing the form feed character from 0CH to 0FH. This is done
in BAS MOD 3.75 as follows:Change 1C20H from D4 32 to 25 68; change 6852H from 0C to 0F

A P3 printer will now respond to PAGE/Pnn. Any value of nn up to
128 will set a page of nn lines. Any value of nn higher than 128
will turn pagination off. An errata note in some BAS MOD Manuals
suggests that pagination be turned off by DQKEING FF's into the
counter buffers, but in fact it is easier to use PAGE/P129.
The Epson pagination counters can cause problems with a BSAVEd
copy of EPSON BBASIC, because such a copy of BBASIC will record
how many lines were sent before it was saved, and the first page
it prints may therefore be short. The remedy is to use PAGE/P
immediately before a BSAVE. This resets the line count, and the
first page is then printed correctly.
Another minor problem occurs with BREAK OFF, which only
disables BREAK in the EXEC routine, and does not disable BREAK in
INPUT or MUSIC. See page 22 of Vol.5 No.2 for more on this.
Finally, not a problem, PRINT @ may be added in the location
suggested for SA—5510 (Vol.4 No.4 P.60), because BAS MOD does NOT
occupy the SA-5510 spare space.

STOP PRESS

- BAS

MOD ON THE MZ-700

A cut—down version of BAS MOD is available for S-BASIC on the
It gives REPEAT/UNTIL, WHILE/WEND, PUT, DOKE, DEEK, BEEP,
TONE, QUIET, IF/THEN/ELSE/, GOTO..LABEL, GOSUB...LABEL, AND, OR,
and NOT. This version of BAS MOD fits into SBASIC spare space, and
is available from KUMA at a price of £14-50 inc. VAT. -***MZ-700.
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CRYSTAL RESEARCH
During the last 4 months we been unable to contact Crystal
Research at their latest address. But we have been told that v2.21
of their MZ-80K CP/M was bugged, and was replaced by v2.23.
HISOFT LIMITED
It has also been impossible to contact Hisoft, to finalise the
licensing of their software. However, we are still hopeful.

ANDELOS SYSTEMS
Andelos Systems are better known to Sharp enthusiasts by their
former name of APOLLO. We have purchased their entire remaining
stock of Sharp tapes and Manuals , together with the Copyrights.
The goods have only recently arrived, and have not yet been sent
to the Libraries. There are tapes without Manuals, and Manuals
without tapes, so the process of sorting things out will take some
time. However, if you have a desperate need for a particular tape
or Manual, contact The Editor in Weymouth. Prices vary (Manuals
run from 1-13 pages). The list is as follows:TAPES WITH MANUALS

ANIMATE(A);CHESS(K/ A) ;EVASION(K);FRONT PANEL( K );LUNAR(K);
MEMORY TEST(K);SLAVE(K)?STARTREK(K) ;WORD 2.3(K);ZEN MOD V7(A)
TAPES WITHOUT MANUALS
BAS MOD(A);GUN(K) ;SUPERCOPY( K):SUPERFIRE(K/ A)

MANUALS WITHOUT TAPES
3D NOUGHTS & CROSSES(?);BAS MOD 700;GRAPHS(B);LUNAR(B) ? PATTERN(B)
WORD 2.2(B);WORD 2.4(A);ZEN MOD V7(K);ZEN MOD V8(B);

OTHER INFORMATION

From the INTERNAL documentation which we also obtained, we have
gleaned a few pieces information which may be VERY IMPORTANT! 1
As we always suspected but could never confirm, the
BAS MOD-correct versions of BAS MOD (see Vol.6 No. 2 pp.12-16) are v3.74
for the "A", and v3.75 for the "K". BAS MOD may contain 2 bugs,
the corrections for which are:(1) BOTH VERSIONS: DOKE $ 24FC ,DEEK( $ 1AC8)+2
(2) MZ-80K ONLY:

DOKE DEEK($124C) + 4 ,$18
DOKE DEEK($124C)-11,$15

(1) prevents crash if BREAK is typed during loading or saving.
(2) solves TAB problem but slows screen, use only as required.

ZEN MOD V7 MANUAL tells us that there are two "bugs" in ZEN. The
first relates to the DS pseudo-op, and is a missing XOR A before
line 1973 on page 34 of the source code. The second occurs when
listing a semicolon in quotes (e.g.";M); this bug is apparently
corrected by ZEN MOD v7, but the Manual does not say howl!
***
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